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By Peter Voeller

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Voeller s prose is both poetic and robust, taking readers on a
heightened, hypnotic journey that complements the surreal, dreamlike nature of the world the
characters inhabit. The book s first 30 pages are particularly excellent, composed of very short
chapters, as each character presents him- or herself with a short, first-person introduction. This
results in a rich tapestry, similar in form to a documentary. Voeller steeps this story of life on a
terraformed planet in the spiritualism of ancient Sanskrit culture, which contrasts intriguingly
against the futurism of nanotechnology. Powerful is his depiction of a society in which all sexualities
are embraced and fully integrated. Voeller does a commendable job of developing a rather unique
sci-fi landscape that blends ancient mysticism, surrealism, futuristic tech and even queer theory in a
literary melange. -Kirkus Indie Reviews In Vanatanahon, Peter Voeller has created an alternative
reality and a parable of apocalypse and renewal. The title refers to the story s setting: an imperiled
world inhabited by psychic natives, specter-like beings, and animals. Although set on an alien world,
Vantanahon successfully uses familiar human...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette

The ideal publication i possibly go through. It is amongst the most awesome publication we have study. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of studying a
published publication.
-- Sha nie Ca r twr ig ht-- Sha nie Ca r twr ig ht
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